
Question 1: Pop legend Michael Jackson was the eighth child born to the Jackson family.
How many children did his parents have in total?

(a) 8   (b) 10   (c) 12

Question 2: The Berlin Wall was a physical barrier built in 1961 for political reasons which
divided Berlin (and Germany) in two. In which year were East and West Germany finally united
again when the Berlin Wall was removed?

(a) 1969   (b) 1989   (c) 2009

Question 3: In the Disney Pixar movie Monsters, Inc, who is the company's best scarer ?

(a) James 'Sulley' Sullivan   (b) Mike Wazowski   (c) Waternoose

Question 4: The word 'radar' is familiar to most of us but not everybody knows that
the word comes from an acronym for ......?

(a) RAdio Detection And Ranging    (b) RApid Detection of AircRaft    (c) RAndom Data from AircRaft

Question 5: You may have heard of the Black Sea and the Red Sea. You may have even heard
of the White Sea (in Russia). Which is the one other sea that is named after a colour?

(a) The Green Sea   (b) The Orange Sea   (c) The Yellow Sea

Question 6: What was the name of Cold Play's first album released in July 2000 ?

(a) Gliders   (b) Parachutes   (c) Airships

Question 7: Tony Hawk is an American professional ...... ?

(a) Footballer   (b) Golfer   (c) Skateboarder

Question 8: In November 2010 which breed of dog surprisingly joined a Japanese police force?

(a) a Chihuahua   (b) a Saint Bernard   (c) a Pekinese

Question 9:If somebody calls you 'frowzy', how are they describing you ?

(a) Friendly   (b) Silly   (c) Scruffy

Question 10: How many zeros are in the number ten million ?

(a) 6   (b) 7   (c) 8
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That’s the end of our twelfth trivia and general knowledge quiz.

It’s now time to check your answers .........

Question 11: The opposite sides of a standard six-sided dice
                         always add up to 7.  TRUE  or  FALSE?

Question 12: Spiders, ticks, mites and scorpions all belong to the same class
of animals. What class is it ...... ?

(a) crustaceans   (b) arachnids   (c) amphibians

Question 13: In November 2010 one of the first Apple personal computers ever made
(back in 1976) was sold at auction. How much did it sell for?

(a) £70,000 (about $110, 000)  (b) £133,250 (about $210,000)  (c) £197,000 (about $310,000)

Question 14: In C.S. Lewis's novel 'Chronicles of Narnia: The Voyage of the Dawn Treader',
what is the name of Lucy and Edmund's unpleasant cousin who joins them on an adventure?

(a) Eustace Scrubb   (b) Eugene Scrubb   (c) Ernest Scrubb

Question 15: Which is believed to be the most common disease in the world?

(a) Heart disease   (b) Lung disease   (c) Gum disease

Question 16: In which country is the city of Naples ?

(a) Spain   (b) Greece   (c) Italy

Question 17: What colour is Mr Nosey in the traditional Mr Men stories ?

(a) Green   (b) Red   (c) Blue

Question 18: The 'Fibonacci numbers' (pronounced fib-oh-natch-ee) are a special sequence of
numbers  that begins 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8 ......  what is the next number?

(a) 11   (b) 13   (c) 16

Question 19: Which group or singer had the best selling UK album of 2010?

(a) Lady Gaga   (b) Take That   (c) Gorillaz

Question 20: On average, how much longer does a human finger nail grow each month?.

(a) 3mm   (b) 4mm  (c) 5mm



Answer 1: (b) 10

Answer 2: (b) 1989

Answer 3: (a) James 'Sulley' Sullivan

Answer 4: (a) RAdio Detection And Ranging

Answer 5: (c) The Yellow Sea   (located between mainland China and the Korean Peninsula).

Answer 6: (b) Parachutes

Answer 7: (c) Skateboarder

Answer 8: (a) a Chihuahua  (named Momo, it will be used in search and rescue operations).

Answer 9: (c) Scruffy

Answer 10: (b) 7 (10, 000, 000)

Answer 11: TRUE

Answer 12: (b) arachnids

Answer 13: (b) £133,250  ($210,000)

Answer 14: (a) Eustace Scrubb

Answer 15: (c) Gum disease

Answer 16: (c) Italy

Answer 17: (a) Green

Answer 18: (b) 13

Answer 19: (b) Take That with an album called 'Progress'

Answer 20: (a) 3mm

         Answers to our twelfth children’s trivia quiz.


